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About This Game

When Lordpriest Cux seizes the resort planet Scrota-II, an artificially-intelligent armored robotic icosahedron is dispatched on a
desperate mission to stop him. Take control of the most overpowered and heartless killing machine in the galaxy. Launch

yourself like a bullet through 33 levels of intense physics-based combat and brutal platforming challenges in this unique and
violent arcade-style adventure.

-Learn to control the MegaDrive and leap across vast distances
-Use bullet time to coordinate precision jumps and chain your kills

-Activate power-ups to unleash hell upon anyone nearby
-Electrifying retro-future soundtrack
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Title: Ballistic
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Electrovore
Publisher:
Electrovore
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 9 GB available space

English
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Bad FPS, bad flight controls. It could have been a nice game but it needed more work.. To be able to even finish this game you
need a walktrough on it unfortonately because it's hard to understand the puzzles and what to do at some moments. The only + is
the good artwork.. Extremely bland game, with loads of technical issues even for such a simple concept. The game is basically
"upgrade your pick" simulator, because that's basically what you can do in the game. Issued a refund. I can think of better uses
for my 1,79€.. cant run it has a runtime error #3(trap)?! whats this supposed to mean
(cant open dont buy). It's unfortunate that some sections still require the locomotion but at least they put in the effort to adding a
teleportation mode, which I really appreciate as someone who get motion sick easily. Good fun though!
. go ahead, throw your money away, nobody ♥♥♥♥ing cares.

you will find no joy whatsoever in this game.
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DONT buy this game compleatly messed up my computer. cant play ANY of my other games whatsoever... its just nothing but a
scam. I love this game. While the graphics are not quite what most people enjoy these days, the storyline is amazing. The
replayability of this game is unparallelled because you can do ANYTHING you want to do. There are repercussions for doing
stupid things like killing a main character, but the game will let you do it if you're strong enough. As long as you're strong
enough and spend your skill points wisely, you can go to any area of the game you want. It's a game that requires a little
strategical thought, and a whole lot of patience.. Ignore the user tag about this being an RPG. Also the game description talks
about developing skills. There are no skills that I could tell, and this isn't an RPG. Yes you have an inventory system, but you
can't choose your name, character class, no exp or levelling or skill upgrade system at all that I could see.

Your first couple tasks are easy fetch quests designed to introduce you to the game. Ok, fair enough. Then you fight a rat, Ok,
whatever. Then you are dumped onto a map where 10 bandits swarm you even if you try to sneak past them (there are choke
points that make sneaking past them impossible). Maybe you could defeat a bandit one on one, but you can't isolate or fight
them one on one, so you have to run away from them to the edge of the map. And of course on the next map they magically
have stopped chasing you. After THREE MORE maps of this running away because I can't sneak or fight b.s. I figured I'd had
enough and requested a refund. BTW after less than an hour of gameplay I already had 3 of 7 total achievements, indicating
how shallow and mindless this is.

This feels like a teenager did this. Sure, it's a nice project for a teenager or some weekend warrior programmer with game
design aspirations. But it's absolutely not anywhere near the level where it should be sold on Steam. I'm sorry but Steam needs to
filter games like this out.. Very fun little game, only has mixed reviews because people can't read.. My friends call me picasso.
Its Rampart!. First review I've written for anything on steam in the 4years I've been on. I totally love this DLC. I'm not totally
familiar with the bells and whistles, literally, but it sounds pretty authentic. Personally, my ONLY con about this, is that the
passenger views aren't situated by the window seats. At least one side would have been okay, though I would have prefer it on
both. But this is totally worth the retail, and even better steal as a twin-pack. Highly recommended!. Nice game, definitely better
than Grand Ages: Rome.. This game should be tagged with VAC (Valve Allows Crap).

Don't let my playtime fools you, it's another game that made me fall asleep like 2 minutes into the game, and now I have 5 hours
which is another shame to me and my family.

The game provides you nothing but turn left, turn right and shoot. It has only 1 level, 1 song, the control is terrible, no goals, no
modes, no level up, etc.

Just stay away from this game, even if it's cheap.
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